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 :Face[.]java is an Open Source Library built to work in the Java programming language, which is a general purpose, object-
oriented programming language. The program can be used for a wide range of tasks. Face[.]java can be used to generate avatars,

for the purpose of replacing or enhancing avatars in a large scale game or application. It can also be used for training facial
recognition systems. The program is a simple, but powerful tool to help you blend the faces of two or more subjects together.

The program is capable of blending faces in many ways, such as - blending one face into the other, matching several faces
together, or even adding some facial attributes to a face. The program uses a novel combination of tools from the fields of
computer vision and mathematics to achieve its goals, and can be used in many different fields of research, including data

visualization, security, social media, photography, among others.ProgrammingLanguage: JavaLanguageName:
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Face[.]javaDescription: This is the Open Source project of Microsoft Bing. The source code and project location can be found
on GitHub 2.1.1.4Java Code Reference.txt 2.2 PDF PDF(TXT) 1.5.1 Document 1046 278 KB 27-AUG-2015 Description
Face[.]pdf is a tool which helps you blend multiple faces together, and it can be used to blend any number of faces, into an

average face, which can be used in a large scale game or application. The program can be used to blend faces for the purpose of
replacing or enhancing avatars, to match several faces together, or even to add some facial attributes to a face. The program uses
a novel combination of tools from the fields of computer vision and mathematics to achieve its goals, and can be used in many

different fields of research, including security, social media, photography, among others.ProgrammingLanguage:
JavaLanguageName: Face[.]pdfDescription: This tool is meant to blend multiple faces together into a single face. The tool is

useful in several ways, such as blending avatars together, blending faces, and blending faces with a specific facial attribute. 2.1.2
Java Archive (JAR) JAR 1.0 Dynamic Library 14960 2648 KB 24-AUG-2015 Face[.] 82157476af
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